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Modeling the properties of uranium-based single ion
magnets†

José J. Baldov́ı, Salvador Cardona-Serra, Juan M. Clemente-Juan, Eugenio Coronado*
and Alejandro Gaita-Ari~no*

We analyze the magnetic behavior of the five uranium-based SIMs reported in the literature. By combining

a corrected crystal field model with the magnetic experimental data, we obtain the lowest-lying magnetic

levels and the associated wave functions of the nanomagnets, which are found to be compatible with the

observed SMM behavior. Additionally, this approach has allowed us to propose some geometrical

considerations and practical advice for experimentalists aiming for the rational design of SIMs and spin

qubits based on uranium.
Introduction

Owing to their rich physical behavior, including new quantum
phenomena, mononuclear complexes formed by an anisotropic
metal—usually a lanthanoid ion—with single-molecule
magnetic (SMM) behavior have become a hot topic in molecular
magnetism.1,2 Such mononuclear SMMs, usually known as
single ion magnets (SIMs), are promising candidates in
molecular spintronics3–6 and quantum computing.7,8 The rst
example of these molecular nanomagnets was reported by
Ishikawa et al. in 2003 in a family of complexes of general
formula [Ln(Pc)2]

�, with a ‘double-decker’ structure, where a
lanthanoid ion is sandwiched between two phthalocyanine
moieties.9 That pioneer work inspired the design of other
derivatives10–12 and nowadays, the concept of SIMs has been
extended to a large number of families of mononuclear lan-
thanoid complexes.13 In contrast with polynuclear SMMs, where
exchange interactions drive their properties, in the mono-
nuclear lanthanoid complexes these properties are directly
related with the crystal eld created by the surrounding ligands.
Thus, in a given crystal eld the ground magnetic state of the
complex, characterized by the total angular momentum, J, splits
into �MJ sublevels. In some cases this leads to a J-splitting in
which the levels with the higher |MJ| values are stabilized with
respect to the levels with the lower |MJ| values. In these cases a
barrier that explains the superparamagnetic blocking observed
in the SIMs appears. At the same time, the magnetic behavior of
these systems is dominated by quantum effects at low temper-
ature, which are strongly affected not only by the structural and
electronic features of the molecule, but also by their
versidad de Valencia, C/Catedrático José

il: eugenio.coronado@uv.es; alejandro.

tion (ESI) available. See DOI:
surroundings (spin bath and phonon bath), making their spin
dynamics a complex and very poorly understood problem.14

Still, these processes can be at the origin of important physical
phenomena, such as the eld-induced multiple relaxation
processes15,16 and the giant eld dependence of the relaxation
time.17

Currently, obtaining new molecules with larger energy
barriers and the understanding of the quantum tunneling
processes are the two major challenges in this eld. Regarding
the rst point, actinoids are attracting a growing attention.
Thus, due to higher spin-orbit coupling, larger magneto-
crystalline anisotropy, and enhanced covalence, they have been
dened as better candidates to provide SIMs than lanthanoids,
as the J-ground state splitting caused by the CF is expected to be
higher.18,19 Those features are related to the 5f electrons, which
are more extended than the 4f electrons on lanthanoids and
interact more with the electron density of the ligands.

Still, only a handful of examples of SIMs based on actinoids
have been reported so far. The Long group published the rst
two examples of uranium-based SIMs. The rst one was
measured in 2009 in a diphenylbis(pyrazolborate) uranium(III)
complex formulated as U(Ph2BPz2)3 (1),20 previously isolated in
1999 by I. Santos et al.21 One year later, a second example of the
same family was reported in the dihydrobis(pyrazolborate)
derivative U(H2BPz2)3 (2).22 Recently, the list has been extended
with the discovery of the SMM behavior in the complex UTp3 (3)
(Tp� ¼ trispyrazolylborate).23 Independently, M. Almeida et al.
have reported two further examples closely related of U(III) SIMs:
the cationic complex [U(TpMe2)2(bipy)]

+ (4), where TpMe2 ¼
hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl),24 and its precursor
[U(TpMe2)2I] (5),25 rst prepared and characterized by Takats
et al.26 Other actinoid-based SMMs that are not treated in this
study are a mononuclear complex based on neptunium,
[Np(COT)2] (COT ¼ C8H8

2�),27 and two polynuclear complexes:
the trimetallic cluster {NpVIO2Cl2}{Np

VO2Cl(thf)3}2,28 also
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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known as Np3, and the polynuclear U(III) complex of formula
[(U(BIPMTMSH)(I))2(m-h

6: h6-C6H5CH3)], where BIPMTMS ¼
C(PPh2NSiMe3)2.29

In this paper, we are going to focus on compounds 1 to 5. In
all these cases the coordination environment around U(III) is
formed mostly by nitrogen donor atoms from pyrazole rings.
The interpretation of the magnetism of these compounds is still
an open question. The main objective of this paper is to ratio-
nalize the magnetic behavior of these 5f3 complexes by getting a
rst estimation of the splitting of the U(III) J-ground state caused
by the ligand eld. A second objective will be that of predicting
which are the most suitable coordination geometries that can
provide uranium-based SIMs.
Theoretical approach

Our calculations are primarily based on an effective crystal eld
(CF) Hamiltonian that considers a point-charge electrostatic
(PCE) model, which has been previously proven to be useful for
the rationalization of the magnetic properties of lanthanoid
SIMs30 and is implemented in the soware package SIMPRE.31

The starting point is the set of atomic coordinates of the target
compound that can in principle be idealized in order to obtain
the main CF parameters. These calculations were already used
in the sixties to study the CF terms for the cubic system UO2.32

Still, such a model only provides a crude approximation of the
reality. In fact, recent experimental studies have shown that the
point charge model heavily underestimates the high-degree
terms, as it does not take into account overlap and covalency
effects.33 To improve this limitation, instead of assuming a
charge of Zi ¼ 1 that is centered on the nitrogen atom, we use
effective point charges. Because the lone pairs of the N donor
atoms in these complexes are pointing almost directly toward
the uranium nucleus, we can parameterize them through a
radial contraction Dr and a charge Zi, i.e. a Radial Effective
Charge (REC) model, as we would normally do for spherical
ligands.34 As all the compounds under study are based on
ligands that coordinate to the uranium through pyrazole rings,
we have reproduced the properties of the ve complexes
allowing only small variations around the average values for Dr

and Zi. These effective coordinates are used to obtain an esti-
mation of the CF parameters, Ak

q and Bk
q. Then, these para-

meters are introduced in a CF Hamiltonian, which has the
general form:

H
_

cfðJÞ ¼
X

k¼2;4;6

Xk

q¼�k

Bk
qOk

q ¼
X

k¼2;4;6

Xk

q¼�k

akð1� skÞAk
q
�
rk
�
Ok

q

(1)

where k is the order (also called rank or degree) of the Stevens
operator equivalents Ok

q, and q is the operator range that varies
between k and�k, ak are the a, b and g Stevens coefficients35 for
k ¼ 2, 4, 6, respectively, sk are the Sternheimer shielding
parameters36 of the 5f electronic shell and hrki are the expecta-
tion values of the radial factor rk.37 a, b and g are tabulated and
depend on the number of f-electrons. For U(III) (5f3 ion) such
parameters are:
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
a ¼ �6:42753� 10�3, b ¼ � 2:9117� 10�4 and
g ¼ � 3:7988� 10�5, and the shielding parameters are s2 ¼
0.83, s4 ¼ 0.026 and s6 ¼ �0.039.

We need to remember that the negative sign of a translates
positive A2

0 into negative B2
0 i.e. an easy-axis anisotropy.

The Ak
q CF parameters may be calculated by the following

expression:

Ak
q ¼ 4p

2k þ 1
ckq ð�1Þq

XN

i¼1

Zie
2Yk�qðqi;4iÞ
Rkþ1

i

(2)

Ri, qi and 4i are the effective polar coordinates of the point
charge and Zi is the effective point charge, associated to the i-th
ligand with the lanthanoid at the origin; e is the electron charge
and ckq is a tabulated numerical factor that relates spherical
harmonics Yk�q and Stevens operator equivalents.

For each compound, we rene this Hamiltonian by means of
a t to the magnetic susceptibility curve. In addition to the CF
parameters, we include one term accounting for potentially
miscorrected temperature independent paramagnetism (or
diamagnetism), plus a scaling factor F. In the tting procedures,
we dene the error R as:

R ¼
P
N

�
c expT � ctheoT

�2

N
P
N

�
c expT

�2 (3)

where cexpT and ctheoT are experimental and theoretical values,
respectively, and N is the number of points.

Notice that we have assumed the Russell–Saunders approx-
imation, which considers the ground J spin-orbit state well
isolated from excited ones. This approach is very useful to study
lanthanoid SIMs, where the spin-orbit (L-S) coupling is about an
order of magnitude stronger than the ligand eld. However, this
situation differs for actinoids, because the 5f orbitals are more
diffuse and both spin-orbit coupling and ligand eld are more
intense. Intermediate coupling calculations have shown that for
5f2, 5f3 and 5f4 congurations the Russell–Saunders state makes
up around 80% of the true ground state.38 This should be
compared with 94% in the case of Er3+, and with the worst
scenario for other actinoids, Am3+ (44.9%). This means that for
the U(III) this model is reasonable as it accounts for a 84.1% of
the ground state (4I9/2). For the cT product tting we have used a
corrected Landee gJ factor taking into account the rst J excited
state (2H9/2), i.e. gJ ¼ 0.84 (8/11) + 0.16 (2/3). Notice that
employing the Russell–Saunders approximation would be
slightly worse for U4+ as it represents a 77.5%.39 In general, such
approach can be used at least as a good starting point for
understanding actinoid single-ion anisotropy.40
Results and discussion

Here we will focus on the ve U(III) mononuclear complexes that
have been shown to behave as SIMs so far. In the rst four
complexes the uranium cation is coordinated only to nitrogen
atoms and in complex 5 it is also bonded to an iodide anion. As
for the lanthanoid SIMs, the SMM behavior of these actinoid
SIMs is expected to depend on the structure of the low-lying
Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 938–946 | 939
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energy levels and the associated wave functions. Thus, a
detailed knowledge of these features is crucial to understand
the SMM behavior of these systems. In particular, this infor-
mation is very useful to predict which geometries are more
suited to present a superparamagnetic barrier and a blocking of
the magnetic moment. Here we extract this information by
using a Radial Effective Charge (REC) model to obtain the
parameters of the crystal eld Hamiltonian.34 We do this by
tting the experimental properties—e.g.magnetic susceptibility
from the effective coordinates and charges, obtaining the full
set of CF parameters, the energy level scheme and the associ-
ated wave functions.
U(Ph2BPz2)3 and U(H2BPz2)3

Compounds 1 and 2 are structurally very similar and thus will
be discussed together. Both are U(III) complexes coordinated by
three bis(pyrazolyl)borate ligands (see Fig. 1). The difference
between them lies in the ligands which are diphenylbis(pyr-
azolborate) in the rst case, compound 1, and dihydrobis(pyr-
azolborate) in the second one, 2. This produces important
differences in the crystal structure but only minor distortions in
the coordination sphere. In both cases the environment of the
U(III) center is trigonal prismatic with an approximate D3h

symmetry. To quantify the deviation of both real structures to
the ideal trigonal prism, we have used the SHAPE soware,41

where a continuous shape measure SP is mathematically
dened in a way that is independent of the size of the system. By
denition, the resulting value of SP is zero when the real coor-
dinates of the metal site (problem structure, P) show exactly the
desired ideal shape, and increases with the degree of distortion
of the structure. Values below 0.1 represent chemically insig-
nicant distortions in the structure. Values larger than 3 mean
important distortions, with the highest values commonly
encountered being in the order of 40. Using the corresponding
idealized D3h trigonal prisms as target structures, one obtains
values of SP ¼ 0.268 for compound 1 and SP ¼ 0.260 for 2. All
other hexacoordinated target structures result in values of SP >
10, supporting the view that these structures are slightly dis-
torted trigonal prisms. Therefore, we have referred our
Fig. 1 Eclipsed views of the molecular structure of U(Ph2BPz2)3 (1, left) and
U(H2BPz2)3 (2, right); the corresponding trigonal prismatic coordination spheres
are highlighted.

940 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 938–946
coordinate system aligned with the main symmetry axis of the
trigonal prism in both cases.

Given the coordination environment of compounds 1 and 2,
a clear magnetic easy-axis is expected for both cases, but
because of those deviations from ideality, the Hamiltonian
corresponding to the REC model includes all possible terms of
eqn (1), providing a more realistic description of the system. A
tting of the magnetic susceptibility data of 1 and 2 (available
from ref. 20 and 22) from 20 to 300 K allows us to determine the
radial displacement, Dr, and the effective charge, Zi, that
provide the whole set of CF parameters, related to the original
atomic coordinates, which explain the measured cT product.
Note that the cT product under 20 K is not considered for the
tting due to the presence of dipolar interactions at lower
temperatures, as evidenced by the drastic variation of the
susceptibility between diluted and concentrated samples in
compound 2.42 A satisfactory tting of the cT product is
obtained for a Dr¼ 1.30 Å and Zi¼ 0.0247 in compound 1, while
Dr ¼ 1.40 Å and Zi ¼ 0.0203 in 2. In both cases we use the same
corrections, TIP ¼ �1.5 � 10�3 emu mol�1 and F ¼ 0.95.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the agreement between the model
and the experimental data is excellent from 20 to 300 K, where
Fig. 2 cT product for complex 1 (up) and 2 (down). Open circles: experimental
data; solid line: theoretical fit from 20 to 300 K.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 4 Energy level scheme and main contributions to the wave functions for
complexes 1 and 2.
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dipolar interactions are negligible. The resulting full set of CF
parameters is available as ESI (Tables S1 and S2†) and the key
points that are worth discussing are: (a) among the diagonal
parameters, A4

0 dominates, as expected considering the polar
angle of the coordinating nitrogen atoms (Fig. 3), and (b) among
the extradiagonal parameters, A6

6 has a prominent role, as the
coordination environment corresponds to a trigonal prism. The
deviations from ideality are mostly reected in the high values
of A6

5 in complex 1, and the lower but also high values of A6
5 and

A4
3in complex 2. Note that, because of the location of the boron-

bound hydrogens, a signicant amount of electron density may
be found closer to the equatorial plane in compound 2. It might
then be described as triaugmented trigonal prismatic. As there
are not enough data to quantify this effect, qualitatively it would
lead to a smaller value of A2

0.
The energy level scheme for both compounds is depicted in

Fig. 4. As a consequence of the symmetry-allowed extradiagonal
parameter, A6

6, we nd that the major mixing in the wave
function occurs between MJ values that differ by six units. In 1
the ground level is a doublet mainly described by the wave
functions: 0.79 |+ 5/2> + 0.17 |� 7/2> and 0.79 |� 5/2> + 0.17 |+
7/2>. The REC model also allows to estimating the contamina-
tion of the ground state wave function byminorMJ components,
which would not be allowed by the major extradiagonal terms.
The sum of all such terms is less than 4% for 1. The rst excited
level lies at about D ¼ 190 cm�1 with a wave function mixed
between �3/2 and H3/2 (66%) and 18% of H9/2. The descrip-
tion of the lowest levels of (1) is perfectly compatible with the
reported SMM behavior of the complex, because there is not
direct mixing between +MJ and �MJ in the ground doublet.

For complex 2, and always according to this effective
description, the ground doublet is again a mixture involving
0.68 |+ 5/2> + 0.24 |� 7/2> and 0.68 |� 5/2> + 0.24 |+ 7/2>. The
sum of all terms which are not allowed in an ideal approxima-
tion of the coordination environment reaches 8%, which
accounts for the small deviations from ideality, which in this
case is parameterized by a large A4

3 parameter. Still, this is
compatible with a SMM behavior because there is no direct
mixing between +MJ and �MJ in the ground state. The rst
excited state is located at 230 cm�1, and again, like in 1, it is a
Fig. 3 Orientation and electronic distribution of the lone pair in compound 1
and representation of the shape of the spherical harmonic Y4

0.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
doublet mixed between �3/2 and H3/2 (52%) and a 32% of
H9/2.

Finally, it is tempting to establish a correspondence between
these energy gaps (190 cm�1 and 230 cm�1 for 1 and 2), and the
effective barriers, Ueff (20 cm�1 and 8 cm�1 respectively). As we
notice there is not any relationship between these values,
emphasizing that this kind of models are unable to predict the
magnitude of this gap. Probably the relaxation processes involve
virtual states that are not accounted for by this energy scheme.
UTp3

Complex 3 is formed by a uranium(III) ion surrounded by three
trispyrazolylborate (Tp�) ligands. The magnetic ion is directly
bonded to nine pyrazole rings in a crystallographically exact D3h

tricapped trigonal prism coordination environment (Fig. 5).
In this case, an experimental energy level scheme is avail-

able, as it was determined spectroscopically by Apostolidis
et al.43 Thus, we used these higher-quality data to parameterize
the system. Again, we employed the REC model because the
lone pairs point almost toward the metal site. As we are inter-
ested in the magnetic properties around or below room
Fig. 5 Eclipsed view of the tricapped trigonal prismatic coordination structure of
U(Tp)3; the full trispyrazolylborate ligands are omitted for clarity.

Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 938–946 | 941
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Fig. 7 cT product for complex 3. Open circles: experimental data; solid line:
theoretical estimation using the fit for the energy levels (Fig. 6).
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temperature, the t considers only the levels below 600 cm�1 in
order to provide a better reproduction of these levels. A satis-
factory tting of such levels is obtained for a Dr ¼ 1.35 Å and
Zi ¼ 0.0223 (Fig. 6). These parameters are very similar to the
ones we obtained for compounds 1 and 2, as expected owing to
the very similar character of the ligands, which results in a
similar electrostatic effect of the nitrogen donor atoms over the
uranium cation.

Due to the high symmetry of this example, the crystal eld
splitting might be described by the simplied CF Hamiltonian
(eqn (4)):

HCF ¼
X

k¼2;4;6

akð1� skÞAk
0
�
rk
�
Ok

0 þ gð1� s6ÞA6
6
�
r6
�
O6

6 (4)

As seen in complexes 1 and 2, the diagonal A4
0 CF parameter

dominates the splitting and the extradiagonal parameter A6
6 is

in the same order of magnitude as calculated for compounds 1
and 2. In particular, as a consequence of the symmetry-allowed
A6

6, one can understand that the mixing in the wave function
occurs between MJ values that differ by six units i.e. between
MJ ¼ �7/2 and MJ ¼ H5/2, or between MJ ¼ �9/2 and MJ ¼
H3/2.

Finally, the experimental susceptibility curve of complex 3 is
closely reproduced (Fig. 7) using the previously obtained set of
CF parameters (Table S3†). A TIP correction of 10�4 emu mol�1

and a scaling factor F of 0.95 have been applied to our theo-
retical data.
[U(TpMe2)2(bipy)]
+ and [U(TpMe2)2I]

Structures of complexes 4 and 5 are farther from ideality (Fig. 8)
compared with the rst three compounds. In 4, the rst coor-
dination sphere can be viewed either as a very distorted square
antiprism or, more accurately, as a scheelite-like triangular
dodecahedron that has been twisted by 45 degrees. Using
SHAPE soware, the continuous shape measure with a trian-
gular dodecahedron as target structure results in SP ¼ 1.344,
while when the target structure is a square antiprism, SP ¼
3.109. As explained before, this means that in both cases there
Fig. 6 Energy level scheme for complex 3 determined by the REC model (left)
and in ref. 43 (right).

942 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 938–946
are chemically signicant deviations from the ideal structure,
which are important in the case of the square antiprism (SP > 3).
The same approach for compound 5 yields SP ¼ 2.839 for a
pentagonal bipyramid (D5h) as a target structure, and even
higher values for any other possibility of coordination index
equals to 7, meaning that no simplied description of the
structure is really adequate in this case. In fact, both complexes
deviate enough from the ideal symmetries that there is not a
simple relation between their coordination environment and
the obtained CF parameters (Tables S4 and S5†). Here it is
important to remember that, while the physical properties are
obviously independent of our choice of the coordinate axis
criterion, both the CF parameters and the coefficients of the
Fig. 8 Molecular structure of [U(TpMe2)2(bipy)] (4, up) and [U(TpMe2)2I] (5,
down).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 9 cT product for complex 4 (up) and 5 (down). Open circles: experimental
data; solid line: theoretical fit from 20 to 300 K.
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wave function are very much dependent of this choice, which is
to some extent arbitrary. For very distorted systems, this
dependence is oen in non-trivial.

The procedure discussed above was repeated for the cT data
of compounds 4 and 5. Satisfactory ts could be obtained with
REC parameters for the pyrazole-based ligands that are within
the range of those obtained for complexes 1, 2 and 3 (see Table
1). Compared with the tting procedures for such compounds,
there are more free parameters for complexes 4 and 5, because
of the additional ligands (bipyridine in compound 4 and iodide
in 5). This results in a slight overparameterization, where minor
improvements can be found in the low-temperature behavior at
the cost of an unrealistic increase in the crystal eld splitting. As
a result, we had to include an upper limit of 1000 cm�1 in the
total CF splitting as an additional condition. In complex 4 the
bipyridine ligand effect was reproduced with Dr ¼ 1.25 Å and
Zi ¼ 0.133 for the two coordinated nitrogen atoms, and the
contribution of the iodine anion in 5 was parameterized with
Dr ¼ 1.88 Å and Zi ¼ 0.0843.

The result of the tting is represented in Fig. 9. Note that a
signicant scaling factor F ¼ 0.65 was needed to correlate our
theoretical cT values with the experimental ones for complex 4,
a fact that should be taken into consideration when reading the
corresponding set of energy levels and wave functions. This
disagreement between theory and experiment was already
noticed by the authors, which needed a similar scaling factor for
making the experimental cT curve compatible with the ab initio
SO-CASPT2 calculations.25 The origin of this disagreement is
unclear but might be due to the experiment. In fact, it does not
appear in the closely related system 5 for which the scaling
factor is more realistic (F ¼ 0.92) and compatible with the
experimental data.

The resulting energy level schemes and the associated wave
functions are depicted in Fig. 10. It is important to remark that
there is no direct mixing of +MJ and �MJ in the ground state of
either compound, a compatible description with the reported
SMM behavior. The ground state doublet is formed by a
combination of 0.31 |+ 3/2> + 0.27 |� 5/2> + 0.15 |� 7/2> and
0.31 |� 3/2> + 0.27 |+ 5/2> + 0.15 |+ 7/2> in 4, whereas it is
composed by 0.35 |+ 9/2> + 0.34 |+ 5/2> + 0.28 |� 3/2> and 0.35
|� 9/2> + 0.34 |� 5/2> + 0.28 |+ 3/2> in 5. The resulting gaps with
the rst excited levels are 110 cm�1 and 136 cm�1, for 4 and 5
respectively, which are in the same order of magnitude as those
reported by Almeida et al. (146 cm�1 and 138 cm�1).25 As we
discussed before for compounds 1 and 2, these barriers that
depend on the electronic structure are higher than the effective
Table 1 Radial displacement and effective charge of pyrazole nitrogen and
fitting parameters for compounds 1 to 5

Dr (Å) Zi TIP (emu mol�1) F R

1 1.30 0.0247 �1.5 � 10�3 0.95 4.71 � 10�3

2 1.40 0.0203 �1.5 � 10�3 0.95 8.65 � 10�3

3 1.35 0.0223 1.0 � 10�4 0.95 1.00 � 10�2

4 1.40 0.0154 1.0 � 10�4 0.65 3.34 � 10�5

5 1.35 0.0293 �3.5 � 10�4 0.92 1.36 � 10�3

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
energy barriers reported (Ueff (4) ¼ 21.0 cm�1 and Ueff (5) ¼
18.2 cm�1).

Table 1 summarizes the Radial Effective Charge parameters
for the pyrazole ligand resulting from all cT ttings in the
present work. Very similar values for the radial displacements
Fig. 10 Energy level scheme and main contributions to the wave functions for
complexes 4 and 5.
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and the same order of magnitude of the effective charge result
in adequate ts in all cases. The corrections for either TIP or
diamagnetic contribution are close to zero in every case. The
scaling factors are close to unity, except in the case of
compound 4, as discussed above.

In view of the previous considerations, this result can be
seen as an indication of the adequacy of the REC model to
estimate the crystal eld Hamiltonian in Uranium complexes, at
least when simultaneous ttings are possible for a family of
chemically related complexes. More generally, it means that the
theoretical tools developed for the study of lanthanoid SIMs
within the Russell-Saunders approximation can also be
employed to study uranium SIMs.
Rational design of uranium-based SIMs and
spin qubits

There is a number of considerations to take into account when
aiming a mononuclear uranium complex to display SMM
properties. A number of different symmetries are possible for
both of the most common oxidation states, U(III) and U(IV).
When analyzing them, our guiding principle will be the
cancellation for symmetry reasons of any direct mixing within
the ground doublet. If possible, we will also avoid potential
mixing at DMJ ¼ 1 as this will make the system more resilient to
stray perpendicular magnetic elds or phonons.

Both for U(III) and U(IV), the situation is more favorable when
the electron density from the ligands is near the symmetry axis
and away from the basal plane. This requisite coincides whether
the dominating parameter is A2

0 or A6
0. In a comparison with

the lanthanoids, the f-shell electron distribution of U(III) would
be similar to Dy(III) (oblate) rather than Er(III) (prolate). Thus, for
U(III), ground-state high MJ values are expected when the ligand
electronic density is close to the z-axis of themolecule, while low
MJ values are stabilized by ligand electronic density at or near
the basal plane. If the ligands coordinate through lone pair
donation, this means that the most favorable situation will be
that in which the lone pair is parallel to the basal plane and
points toward the main symmetry axis, like in the Ln(Pc)2 case.
This favorable situation results in a more axial behavior, with
A2

0 having more weight than A4
0 or A6

0, thus desestabilizing the
MJ ¼ �1/2 state. In a different manner, if the lone pairs bring
the effective charge closer to the magic angle, A2

0would be
comparatively weaker, obtaining amagnetism dominated by A4

0

and A6
0.
U(III)

Uranium(III) is a f3 ion, and therefore in the Russell-Saunders
scheme it is close to neodymium (4I9/2 level). This has some
denite consequences on preferred geometries. For example, a
J ¼ 9/2 means that fourth-order mixing (tetragonal symmetry)
will in most cases facilitate a rapid relaxation of the magneti-
zation. Indeed, molecules with an easy axis will have ground
doublets with MJ ¼ �9/2 or MJ ¼ �7/2, and in both cases a
fourth-order mixing implies heavy mixing with MJ ¼ �1/2. This
means that cubes and triangular dodecahedron are not the best
944 | Chem. Sci., 2013, 4, 938–946
geometries for U(III), and even D4d that is oen the most
favorable possibility for lanthanoid SIMs can be problematic if
it deviates from ideality. In contrast, sixth-order mixing, which
is found in trigonal prisms, may oen be ideal. If the only
extradiagonal parameters are of order six, an Ising MJ ¼ �9/2
will only be mixed with MJ ¼ H3/2, and in principle this will
reduce the quantum tunneling process. Such a trigonal
symmetry is particularly robust. Thus, SMM behavior is also
favored, even when the ground magnetic doublet has interme-
diate MJ values, as we have seen in this work.
U(IV)

Uranium(IV) is a f2 ion, i.e. similar to praseodymium, 3H4. This is
a rather different situation compared with U(III). In contrast to
U(III), this ion is less suitable to provide SIMs as U(IV) has an
integer J state in which the mixing of the�MJ functions through
CF operators (of the type O4

4, O6
4 and O6

6) is easier. Thus,
depending on the symmetry of the complex, the nature of the
ground state will be crucial in determining the SMM properties.
For example, tetragonal environments as those provided by bis-
phthalocyaninato double-decker complexes, can be adequate
for SMM behavior if the ground state is MJ ¼ �3. This is so
because under such symmetry this ground state can only be
contaminated withMJ ¼H1. In turn, if the ground state isMJ ¼
�4, a mixing with MJ ¼ 0is possible, thus favoring a fast
quantum tunneling. Trigonal prisms could also work if the
ground state doublet isMJ ¼ �4, as in this symmetry it can only
be mixed with MJ ¼ H2.

Still, the main difference between U(IV) and U(III) lies with the
possibility of using U(IV) complexes as spin qubits. In fact, this
ion can provide examples with a large tunneling splitting for the
ground state. As happens with lanthanoids, uranium complexes
with easy-axis ground states MJ ¼ �4 or MJ ¼ �3, with a fourth-
range or with a sixth-range mixing, respectively, will be strongly
mixed and therefore will present sizeable tunneling splittings.
But because of the much larger ligand-eld of actinoids
compared with lanthanoids due to the larger size of the 5f
orbitals, this mixing, and the corresponding tunneling split-
ting, will be also much larger than for lanthanoids in favorable
cases. In fact, a preliminary, order-of-magnitude calculation
assuming a U(IV) complex with the structure of 1 resulted in
tunneling splitting which are a full order of magnitude over
those recorded for lanthanoids. This expected record-high
values for tunneling splitting in U(IV) complexes, in turn can be
translated into very long decoherence times.
Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have provided the rst theoretical attempt to
analyze the magnetic behavior of uranium-based SIMs, which
are the next frontier in molecular nanomagnetism. We have
found that the theoretical tools that were originally designed for
the study of lanthanoid SIMs are essentially valid for uranium
SIMs. In particular, by combining a CF model, corrected by the
effective charges of the surrounding ligands to account for
covalent effects, with the magnetic experimental data, we have
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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been able to obtain information on the lowest-lying magnetic
levels and the associated wave functions of the nanomagnet. We
have shown that these wave functions are compatible with the
SMM behavior observed in the ve examples of U(III) SIMs
reported so far.

Finally, we have proposed some geometrical considerations
and practical advices for experimentalists aiming for the
rational design of SIMs and qubits based on uranium. In a
nutshell, in the right environment, U(III) seems to be an apt
choice for the preparation of SIMs, while U(IV) offers an
unmatched potential for molecular spin qubits.
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